At the recent annual meeting of this association, presided over by Lady Helen Stewart, daughter of Lord and Lady Londonderry, a delightful address was given by Lady Margaret Hamilton, in which she spoke of the inestimable advantages a district derived from the presence in it of a trained nurse?"a woman, properly qualified and trained, planted down in the midst of the people." All who have seen for themselves the immense power for good which may be wielded by these trained and qualified women in the course of their daily work will agree with Lady Margaret when she described the district nurse as the most successful of all agents for the betterment of the poor in their own homes. " The district nurse's personality," she A needlework guild has lately been started by a few nurses with the object of collecting women's and children's clothing, the result of odd moments' work, to be distributed amongst hospitals, homes, and charities.
The expenses incurred by postage, printing, &c., are to be met by an annual subscription of sixpence from members and one shilling from associates, ladies other than nurses being invited to join in the latter capacity. Nurse between it and the counter to form a soft bed to work upon.
The paper shape must next be affixed carefully to the leather by means of some weak gum cr soft soap, the inner edge being closely pressed to prevent the plaster getting underneath. The plaster having been melted as described above, take the spatula, and with long strokes carefully spread the liquid plaster evenly over the surface of the leather, working from left to right. After allowing it to cool for a few minutes, strip off the paper shape, which should leave a clean sharp edge.
A blister is usually spread on adhesive plaster or thin leather, the shape being cut out of paper, as that for a plaster. Cantharides or blistering plaster, being of a soft nature, the spatula is not necessary, and a sufficient quantity being cut off the roll, it is well worked with the lingers until it is quite plastic and soft. It is now placed on the base to which the shape has been affixed, and spread with the side of the thumb, first around the margins, and then over the centre, until the whole is evenly covered. in The Hospital to make a few remarks on the above subject, as latterly I have had that department of nursing brought to my mind bywords passed upon it which are certainly not calculated to raise the idea of fever work, and being myself a trained fever nurse, I felt I would like to say a little in its favour. Being an enthusiastic reader of The Hospital, I noticed some time back a paragraph in the " Nursing Mirror " bearing upon a remark of some individual to this effect, " Oh, anyone will do for a fever nurse.! " which remark was recalled to me latterly by one similar, viz., " Oh, So-and-so is fever nursing ; what monotonous work." Now I wish to say that I fancy it has been fully proved of late years that "Anyone will not do for a fever nurse," and it is a great mistake that such a branch should be called monotonous and that fever work and nurses are so often spoken of disparagingly. It arises from the fact that so many are disposed to hold the opinion that there is comparatively nothing to learn in infectious nursing. May I be permitted to say to the contrary, that such work requires special skill and special training to be efficiently done, and that there is as much, if not more, real nursing in fevers than in any other department of the profession. Every would-be probationer to-day is desirous of general training; a fever hospital is not thought worth entering. 
